Data that include fine geographic information, such as census tract or street block identifiers, can be difficult to release as public use files. Fine geography provides information that ill-intentioned data users can use to identify individuals. We propose to release data with simulated geographies, so as to enable spatial analyses while reducing disclosure risks. We fit disease mapping models that predict areal-level counts from attributes in the file, and sample new locations based on the estimated models. We illustrate this approach using data on causes of death in North Carolina, including evaluations of the disclosure risks and analytic validity that can result from releasing synthetic geographies.
Introduction
Many government agencies, research centers, and principal investigators collect data that they intend to disseminate broadly. These organizations, henceforth all called agencies, often are ethically and even legally obligated to protect data subjects' identities and sensitive attributes. This is particularly challenging when agencies seek to include fine-scale geographic variables on the files. For example, including exact addresses could enable ill-intentioned users to match names to addresses using public records, thereby revealing data subjects' identities. Even modestly coarse geography, like street block or census tract of residence, can be risky when demographic or other readily available attributes are on the file, which when combined may result in identifications.
To reduce disclosures, most agencies aggregate geographies to high levels before sharing data, if they share geography at all [1] . For example, agencies following the safe harbor provisions of the U. S. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), which regulates sharing of personal health information, are required to release geographic units comprising at least 20,000 people. As another example, the U.S. Census Bureau does not release geographic identifiers below aggregates of at least 100,000 people in public use files of census data. While such aggregation preserves analyses at the level of aggregation, it can disable small area estimation, mask local spatial dependencies, and create ecological inference fallacies at lower levels of aggregation. Other strategies for protecting geography include adding random noise to locations (e.g., [2, 3] ) or swapping individuals across locations (e.g., [4, 5] ).
An alternative framework for protecting geographies was proposed by Wang and Reiter [6] : replace actual locations with locations simulated from statistical models. Specifically, Wang and Reiter [6] treat the precise latitude and longitude of each location as a bivariate outcome to be predicted from the other attributes on the file. After fitting a prediction model-regression trees in their illustrative example-they generate new, replacement locations for each individual on the file. To account for the uncertainty introduced by simulation and thereby enable estimation of variances, they recommend that agencies generate m > 1 versions of the data sets for dissemination. Such data sets can protect confidentiality, since
Areal Spatial Models for Data Synthesis
To provide context for the approach, we introduce a scenario that motivated our investigations. Suppose a state public health agency seeks to release counts of lung cancer incidence by sex, race, and age (categorized) for each street block in the state. The agency owns the appropriate data, but it cannot release the exact counts in the blocks because of confidentiality promises.
More formally, let D = (S, X) comprise data on n individuals, where S = (s 1 , . . . , s n ) includes each individual's location and X is the n × p matrix of each individual's non-spatial attributes. As in the motivating scenario, let the p attributes (X 1 , . . . , X p ) be discrete-valued. For k = 1, . . . , p, let d k be the number of levels in X k . Without loss of generality, assume the values in each X k = (1, k be the value of X k in b. We seek to model where people with certain demographic patterns are likely to reside. To do so, we assume that the area of interest can be divided into a grid comprising G cells. The grid cells may comprise pre-existing areal units, such as collections of census tracts or street blocks. Alternatively, for point-resolved geography, they may be imposed by the agency for reasons related to computational convenience and, as we shall discuss in Section 3, reduction of confidentiality disclosure risks. Let each grid cell be indexed with i = 1, . . . , G. For each (i, b) , let c k and zeros elsewhere. We propose to estimate spatial models of the form, (
Here, µ is the overall intercept; each α k = (α k1 , . . . , α kd k ) is a d k × 1 vector of main effects for attribute k; θ i is a gridspecific spatial effect; and each φ ik = (φ ik1 , . . . , φ ikd k ) is a d k × 1 vector of grid-specific spatial effects for attribute k.
For identifiability, we set each α k1 and each φ ik1 equal to zero. We note that one also can include interactions among the attributes, as well as flexible functions of (grid-level) continuous attributes. The spatial effects allow λ i is an error term that allows for additional flexibility in the modeling. The model implies that, within any grid cell, the spatial intensities are assumed homogeneous over all points in that cell; in Section 5 we suggest related approaches based on point process modeling that do not make this assumption. We note that the model in (1) is akin to the areal-level spatial ANOVA model in [16] .
To induce spatial correlation among neighboring grid cells, we use the intrinsic CAR model [17] as the prior distribution for θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ G ). Specifically, we assume for all i that
Here, θ −i includes the values of θ j for all j = i, andθ i is the average of the n i values of θ j for cells j that are neighbors of cell i. We define neighbors to be grid cells that share vertices. Using an analogous notation, for {ikj : i = 1, . . . , G, k = 1, . . . , p, j = 2, . . . , d k }, we assume
Following [17] , to ensure identifiability we constrain the elements of θ and φ kj so that
We include (b) i to capture residual variation in the Poisson rates that is not explained by the covariates, thereby adding flexibility to the modeling. We assume that
For prior distributions on non-zero hyperparameters, we use
1/σ 2 ∼ Gamma(a , b ).
Here, we recommend setting all variances v ... to large values, e.g., around 100, to represent vague prior information. We recommend typical vague prior specifications for 1/σ 2 θ and each 1/σ 2 φ k , for example setting (a θ = b θ = a φ k = b φ k ) = .1 for all (k, b). In the application described in Section 4.1, results were not sensitive to other common hyperparameter choices (in particular, a θ = a φ k = 2 and b θ = b φ k = 1). For 1/σ 2 , we recommend following the suggestions of Banerjee et al. [17, eq. 5 .48] when specifying (a , b ). They advise to account for the difference in the precision dimensions between the pure error term and the CAR model when setting these hyperparameters. We present an example of this specification in Section 4.
Posterior distributions of the parameters of this model, and hence of the λs, can be estimated via Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithms. In the applications in Section 4, we sample from full conditionals not in closed form using adaptive rejection sampling [18] . Details of the algorithm are available from the first author.
After estimating the posterior distributions of λ = {λ (b) i }, the agency can generate synthetic locations for the n individuals on the file. To begin, the agency takes a single draw of λ, say λ (l) , from its posterior distribution. For all (i, b), the agency computes
For each individual with attribute pattern b, the agency randomly and independently samples its grid cell according to the probabilities in (p G ). When convenient, the sampled grid cells can serve as one set of synthetic locations. Alternatively, the agency can sample finer coordinates from inside the grid cell, for example sampling uniformly from feasible geographic locations (e.g., capable of being residences) inside the cell. The result is one set of synthetic locations,S (l) = (s
1 , . . . ,s
n ), which when attached to X results in one partially synthetic data set,D (l) = (S (l) , X). The agency repeats the process independently m times to obtain m sets of synthetic locations,S = (S (1) , . . . ,S (m) ), and corresponding data sets,D = (D (1) , . . . ,D (m) ), which are released to the public. In practice, to obtain approximately independent realizations of the synthesis process, the agency either (i) can run m MCMC chains initiated at dispersed starting values and use the final draw of λ for each chain, or (ii) run one long MCMC chain thinned so that autocorrelations among estimated components of λ are approximately zero.
Disclosure Risk and Data Utility
In this section, we describe an approach to assessing disclosure risks of the partially synthetic data with simulated geographies. We focus on computing the probabilities that individuals' true areal geographies can be learned from the released data, building on ideas developed by Duncan and Lambert [19] and applied subsequently by several authors (e.g., [20, 21, 22, 23] ). We use functions of these probabilities to create risk metrics for both attribute disclosure (an intruder learns the value of true areal geography) and identification disclosure (an intruder learns the identity of some record).
We also review the inferential methods for partially synthetic data [24] . These methods enable comparisons of inferences based on the original and synthetic data, which represent our primary approach to evaluate the utility of the synthetic data.
Risk Measures
To learn geographies, we assume that the intruder utilizes all information at her or his disposal. This includes information released about the synthetic data model, which we denote with M . For example, M could include mathematical descriptions corresponding to (1) - (9) , including the definitions of the grid cells. Alternatively, M could include the code used to fit the models without parameter estimates (releasing parameter estimates could leak too much information about S). The intruder also may possess auxiliary information about the geographies of the records on the file, which we denote with A. For example, A could include the geographies of some subset of individuals on the file, or it could be empty.
Using this information, the intruder seeks to determine the probable values of s t for some record t. We assume the intruder knows that t is in the sample (but does not know its location). This assumption can be relaxed; see Drechsler and Reiter [22] for a general strategy to do so. The intruder need not affiliate a particular row inD with t to determine probable values of s t ; indeed, for patterns b such that i c (b) i > 1 unique affiliation is impossible. Thus, for any particular t and potential location s, the intruder seeks to estimate ρ s t = P (s t = s|D, A, M ) = cP (S|s t = s, X, A, M )P (s t = s|X, A, M ) = c P (S|s t = s, X, A, M, λ)P (λ|s t = s, X, A, M )dλ P (s t = s|X, A, M )
over all feasible s, where c is a normalizing constant. For any record with a unique attribute pattern, i.e., a b such that We assume that the intruder selects the s yielding the maximum ρ s t as a best guess for s t . Arguably the most that an intruder can learn fromD (beyond X) is the grid cell to which the individual belongs, since finer-grain locations within any cell are randomly sampled within the cell. Hence, we suppose the intruder's goal in computing (11) is to find the correct grid cell. Thus, we let S andS in (11) comprise grid cells.
Conceptually, P (s t = s|X, A, M ) represents the intruder's prior beliefs about the grid cell of individual t, andS serves to sharpen those beliefs. Effectively, the intruder takes guesses at the true grid cell of individual t according to the prior beliefs. Guesses that result in relatively low probability of generatingS (given X, A, and M ) are downweighted compared to guesses that result in relatively high probability of generatingS. By evaluating the probabilities of generatingS over all possible s, the intruder determines the a posteriori best estimate.
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Of course, it is impossible for agencies to know any particular intruder's prior beliefs. Instead, agencies can adopt the recommendation of Skinner [25] and evaluate risks under reasonable prior distributions. For example, the agency can use a uniform distribution over all grid cells in the population that include individuals with the same attribute pattern b as individual t. This reflects vague prior knowledge about s t . In the absence of population counts by attribute patterns per grid cell, the agency can allow the support to include the entire grid.
Similarly, it is impossible for the agency to know the auxiliary information possessed by intruders. One approach, which we adopt here, is to evaluate risks under a "worst case" scenario by assuming that the intruder knows the grid cells of all individuals except one particular t, i.e., the intruder knows s t for all t = t. Call this set S −t . In addition to offering risk estimates for intruders with very strong prior knowledge, setting A = S −t greatly facilitates computation as we describe in Section 3.1.1.
Computational Methods
The form of (11) when A = S −t suggests a Monte Carlo approach to estimation of ρ s t . First, for any proposed value s, the agency replaces s t with s to form a new set of locations, S s t = (s t = s, S −t ), attached to original X. Second, treating (S s t , X) as if it were the collected data, the agency samples many values of λ. Third, for each sampled λ, the agency computes the probability of generating the releasedS, and averages these probabilities. The agency repeats these three steps for all values of s, which allows computation of the normalizing constant in (11) and hence ρ s t for all s. To draw new λs for each (S * t , X), one approach is to re-estimate the model in (1) - (9) . This is computationally intensive, however, as the the agency needs to estimate G models per t. Instead, we suggest using the sampled values of λ from p(λ|D) as proposals for an importance sampling algorithm [26, Chapter 3] . As a brief review of importance sampling, suppose we seek to estimate the expectation of some function g(λ), where λ ∼ f (λ). Further suppose that we have available a sample (λ (1) , . . . , λ (L) ) from a convenient distribution f * (λ) that differs from f (λ). We can estimate E f (g(λ)) using
We note that (12) only requires that f (λ) and f * (λ) be known up to normalizing constants. We implement importance sampling algorithms to approximate the integral in (11) . For any proposed s t = s, we set g(λ) = cP (S|S s t , X, M ) and seek to approximate its expectation with respect to f (λ) = P (λ|S 
Given a sampled value of λ, we have
wherec
is the count of synthetic points with attribute pattern b in grid cell i from set l, and p (lb) i is computed as in (10) with the sampled λ. We next set (λ (1) , . . . , λ (L) ) equal to L draws of λ already available from the estimated posterior distribution based on D; hence, we set f * (λ) = f (λ|S, X, M ). Following (1) - (9) , the only differences in the kernels of f (λ) and f * (λ) include (i) the components of the likelihood associated with the counts on the grid cells s and s t for attribute pattern b and (ii) the normalizing constants for each density. Hence, after computing the normalized ratio in (12) , we are left with the expression,
We repeat this computation for l = 1, . . . , m times, plugging the m results into (13). Finally, to approximate ρ s t , we compute (13) for each s and multiply each resulting value by P (s t = s|X, S −t , M ), and we normalize the collection of G results (hence, computation of c is never required). As a note on computation, the terms in (14) for which b does not match the attributes of record t cancel when normalizing, so that one can replace the expression in (14) with
Although the importance sampling uses the actual values of S to make proposals for λ, any S * could be used. Hence, intruders are able to utilize these approximations as well.
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Setting A = S −t simplifies computation immensely, in that when computing ρ s t we have to impute new values only for s t . In contrast, to compute ρ s t when A = S −t , the intruder needs to impute possible values for all unknown geographies. This introduces a potentially large number of computations. One case of particular interest is when A is empty, representing no intruder knowledge. To avoid imputing all of S, one rough approximation is to use each of the m sets ofS (l) −t as a draw of S −t , and average the m resulting values of ρ s t .
Summary Measures
After obtaining the posterior probabilities, agencies need to summarize these probabilities to evaluate individual and file level disclosure risks. We now present four such risk measures. Each is based on the assumption that the intruder uses the cell s with maximum ρ s t as the best guess for s t . The first measure assesses the risks that intruders learn true grid cells given the synthetic data; hence, it is an attribute disclosure risk measure. For all t = 1, . . . , n individuals in the file, let r t = 1 if the maximum posterior probability for record t happens to be on the true s t (with no ties), and let r t = 0 otherwise. That is, for all t, let r t = 1 {arg maxs(ρ s t )=st} . A file level risk measure is the percentage of records with r t = 1, i.e.,
Intuitively, smaller values of R all are preferable to larger values for confidentiality protection.
As noted by many experts in disclosure estimation (e.g., [27] ), agencies pay special attention to risks for records with unique combinations of variables in the sample (although arguably uniqueness in the population is more relevant). Singletons are more likely to be identified, since matches to external data are guaranteed to be correct (assuming no errors in matching). With this issue in mind, we introduce a measure that focuses on individuals with unique combinations of (i, b). Formally, for all t = 1, . . . , n, let c (t) be the count of individuals in D matching the grid cell and attribute pattern of t. Let a t = 1 if c (t) = 1, and let a t = 0 if c (t) > 1. The second risk measure is the percentage of records with unique patterns that the intruder correctly locates,
Both R all and R unq do not distinguish between intruders whose best guess is close (but not equal) to the actual grid cell and whose best guess is far from the actual grid cell. To distinguish these, we present a third risk measure based on distances. For each t, let d t be the distance between s t and the grid cell with the maximum probability, so that
The agency can assess the distributions of d t over all t to determine if, for example, distances tend not to be concentrated at small values. We compute d t as the Euclidean distance between s t and the centroid of the grid cell with maximum probability. Thus, when r t = 1, d t is bounded by half of the diagonal of a grid cell. While R all , R unq , and the distribution of d t summarize risks that intruders learn true geographies, they are not readily interpretable as measures of identification disclosure risk. In particular, in some grid cells many records have the same attribute pattern b, so that intruders cannot distinguish between them. For an extreme example, consider using only one grid cell for the entire area. Here, r t = 1 for all t, since a priori everyone is guaranteed to be in the cell. Thus, R all = R unq = 1, and all d t are equal. However, since coordinates are sampled randomly within the single cell, releasingS introduces zero risks that individual records will be identified (assuming the study area is already known to the intruder).
To quantify identification disclosure risk, we use a measure similar to one presented in [21] . For each t, we compute z t = r t /c (t) . This corresponds to the probability that an intruder guesses correctly when randomly choosing a match from among the c (t) qualifying records with the same attribute pattern and grid cell as record t. A file level risk measure is
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Inferences with partially synthetic data
The inferential methods for partially synthetic data depend on the nature of the analysis, as we now describe. Let Q be a scalar estimand of interest, such as a population mean or regression coefficient. Suppose that, if given D, the analyst would use normal distributions for inference, (Q − q) ∼ N (0, u). Here, q is a point estimator of Q such as an unbiased estimator or posterior mean, and u is the associated variance. For each l = 1, . . . , m, let q (l) and u (l) be the estimates of q and u computed with D (l) . For inferences about Q the analyst needs the following quantities:
The analyst usesq m as a point estimate of Q with associated variance
2 degrees of freedom. With spatial data, analysts often estimate spatial regression models with Bayesian methods [17, 30] . Here, the combining rules in [24] may not apply, particularly when the posterior distributions of parameters are not well-approximated by normal distributions. Instead, analysts can use the approach described by Zhou and Reiter [31] . Specifically, the analyst fits the Bayesian model in each synthetic data set, coming up with m sets of posterior samples of the parameters of interest. The analyst then mixes all m sets of draws to estimate the posterior distribution.
Illustrative Application
We now apply the methods of Section 2 and Section 3 to create and evaluate partially synthetic locations for a subset of North Carolina (NC) mortality records from 2002. Similar data were used by [6] . The data include precise longitudes and latitudes of deceased individuals' residences and several variables related to manner of death. As explained by Wang and Reiter [6] , these data are publicly available and so do not require disclosure protection; however, because the data include point-referenced locations that can be revealed for comparisons, they represent an ideal testbed for methods that protect confidentiality of geographies. These data also enable us to illustrate how one can apply areal spatial models to protect confidentiality even with point-referenced data.
We selected a subset of individuals with residences in seven contiguous zip codes in Durham, NC, which is an area of approximately 20 by 20 miles. To mimic the types of variables discussed in the motivating example of Section 2, we include as attributes individuals' sex (male or female), race (black or white), age (<60, 60-75, 75-85, or >85 years), education (less than high school, high school, some college, more than 4 years of college) and an indicator if the cause of death was caused by cancer or some failure of the immune system versus all other causes. The final sample includes n = 6294 individuals. We include only two races (accounting for 97% of the observations in the full data) for convenience of illustration, as the spatial distribution of these two races is clearly evident in the data; see Figure 1 (a). Similar exploratory maps indicate that variables other than race are more-or-less randomly distributed across the area.
With this set of variables, analysts might treat the indicator for reason of death, which we label as Y , as an outcome variable to be predicted from the other variables. Here, the analyst may want to control for spatial dependencies in the prediction model, for example to improve predictive power or to account for heterogeneity not captured by the predictors. However, since Y does not follow strong spatial patterns-see Figure 1 (b)-it is not a particularly useful outcome for testing how well the synthetic data preserve spatial dependencies. We therefore created a surrogate outcome,Ỹ , for which location matters. In particular, for t = 1, . . . , n, we set Statistics in Medicine T. Paiva et al. Exploratory data analysis suggests that including only main effects in (1) - (9) is reasonable for these data. Regardless of grid size, we use the prior distributions in (5) - (9) 
2 )n, .1), wheren is the average number of neighbors per grid cell. These values of (a , b ) are suggested by [17, equation 5 .48] to account for the difference in the dimensions of the spatial and non-spatial effects. We obtained similar results using
2 )n]). We run the MCMC for 10001 iterations, tossing the first 1000 as burn-in. We assess the convergence of the chain by analyzing the trace plots of the main effects of the attributes and the posterior mean surfaces of λ (b) . Posterior intervals for all coefficients across the three grid sizes indicate that race and education are the strongest predictors of the Poisson rates; see the results in the online supplement. Figure 2 displays the posterior mean surfaces of λ for the 20 × 20 grid for two attribute patterns. The first corresponds to white women over age 85 with education less than high school andỸ = 0; this has the highest frequency among the combinations. The second pattern corresponds to black men less than age 60 with more than four years of college andỸ = 1; this pattern is far less frequent (only eight individuals).
After the burn-in, we sample m = 10 synthetic locations following the approach in Section 2, using a systematic sample of every one thousandth draw.
Evaluating the utility of the synthetic data sets
We evaluate the utility of the synthetic data by comparing various analyses on the original data (withỸ ) and synthetic data sets. These analyses include estimates of demographic characteristics by zip code, posterior inference from a spatial regression involvingỸ on the remaining variables, and maps of synthetic locations by various demographic categories. Figure 3 displays the proportions of black people in each of the seven zip codes for the three grid sizes. Here, we determine the 95% confidence intervals using the methods in [24] , described in Section 3.2. With the 30 × 30 grid and to a slightly lesser extent the 20 × 20 grid, the confidence intervals from the synthetic data largely overlap with those based on D. The intervals for the 10 × 10 grid are not as high quality. Figure 4 displays analogous results for the proportion of cases withỸ = 1. Once again, the intervals based onD and D largely overlap, with generally increasing quality as the grid becomes thinner. For the three different grid sizes, the fraction of total variance (T m ) due to variability in the m = 10 synthetic point estimates (b m /10) is typically around 15% (sd=6%). We note that, in both figures, the posterior means for the 30 × 30 grid occasionally are further from the original proportions than those from other grid sizes; this is due primarily to chance.
To evaluate finer spatial information in the synthetic locations, we next estimate the spatial logistic regression in (20) based onD. As vague prior distributions, we use
T. Paiva et al. The bounds of the prior distribution for the spatial decay parameter φ are defined based on the effective range for distances equal to 10% and 50% of the maximum distance between two points in the data (d = 10.5). Using the relation between the range and φ with the exponential covariance function, we obtain the bounds as approximately 3/(.5d) and 3/(.1d) [17] .
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We estimate the posterior distribution of all parameters using the spGLM function from the spBayes in R. Since n is relatively large, we fit the model using a predictive process [32, 33] with 100 knots to obtain posterior samples of the parameters. We estimate a separate MCMC chain for each synthetic data set, running each for 100000 iterations, and combine the resulting posterior draws to obtain synthetic data inferences. We also estimate the posterior distributions using D for comparison. The variability among the synthetic point estimates contributes on average 2.5% (sd=2%) to the total posterior variances of the parameters. We computed these proportions using b m /m over the posterior variances. spatial patterns in these variables are maintained in the synthetic data sets. More detailed evidence of this is evident in Figure 8 and Figure 9 , which display the original and synthetic points for the two patterns from Figure 2 : white women over age 85 with education less than high school andỸ = 0; and black men less than age 60 with more than four years of college andỸ = 1. Overall, the spatial patterns are approximately preserved, as the points are spread around similar areas. Nonetheless, the synthetic locations still can differ from the original ones, as is necessary to reduce disclosure risks. Figure 9 . Plots of the original and synthetic locations for black men less than age 60 with more than four years of college andỸ = 1.
Evaluating the risk of the synthetic data sets
For all risk analyses, we adopt the "worst case" scenario assumption outlined in Section 3.1, so that for each t we set A = S −t . Table 1 displays the values of (R all , R unq , R id ) for the generatedD at each grid size. Across all three grids, no more than 9% of all locations have correctly identified grid cells. As evident from R unq , records with unique combinations of (i, b) have slightly higher risks of location disclosure. However, the values of R unq indicate that roughly 90% of cases with unique patterns are not correctly located. The intruder has no way of determining which among these cases are correctly located. The values of R all and R unq are larger for the 10 × 10 grid than the 20 × 20 grid. As G gets smaller, the area of individual grid cells increases, so that the intruder has greater chances of guessing the true cells correctly.
T. Paiva et al. Across all scenarios, the expected number of correct identifications is no more than 7.5%. As expected, R id is largest for the 30 × 30 grid. The values of R id for the 10 × 10 and 20 × 20 grids are nearly identical, suggesting that most of the identification disclosure risk with these grids comes from cases that have unique combinations of (i, b) across all grids. These R id values are smaller than R id for the 30 × 30 grid since larger areas contain fewer unique combinations of (i, b). Figure 10 displays histograms of d t for all n individuals. In the 10 × 10 grid, a distance greater than 2.12 means that s t is not one of the neighbors of the intruder's best guess. This threshold is 1.06 and .71 for the 20 × 20 and 30 × 30 grids, respectively. As evident in Figure 10 , in each scenario most d t exceed these critical distances. Thus, the intruder's guesses tend to be far from the true locations.
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Concluding Remarks
The results from the synthesis of the Durham, NC, mortality data illustrate how tuning the grid size effectively trades disclosure risk for data quality. Given that the risk computations presumed an intruder with very, and perhaps unrealistically, detailed knowledge, we suspect that many agencies would be comfortable with the risks of releasing the synthetic data generated via the 20 × 20 or 30 × 30 grids. These releases were superior in data quality compared to the synthetic data generated via the 10 × 10 grid. Of course, agencies can and should evaluate the quality of additional representative statistical analyses when comparing the risk-utility profiles of any proposed release, as well as consider (when sensible) multiple grids of differing sizes.
After generating synthetic locations, the agency still may deem the disclosure risks too large for some records. As suggested by a reviewer, post hoc agencies can smooth the synthetic location probabilities for each risky case over additional grid cells, and re-draw synthetic locations for those cases. Alternatively, agencies can use the location probabilities from coarser synthesis models for the risky cases. When the number of risky cases is small, either of these two approaches should not seriously degrade the quality of the synthetic data. Such post hoc changes in the synthesis model should be reflected (at least approximately) in the likelihood P (S|s t = s, X, A, M ) when re-computing the risk measures.
We simulated locations only for Durham, NC, which comprised 6294 cases. Extending to much larger data sets, for example the entire state of NC, demands more efficient computational algorithms than those described and used here. One convenient strategy is to partition the data into geographical regions effectively modeled with manageable grid size, and simulate grid cells by running the synthesizer independently within each region. This has the added benefit of exactly Statistics in Medicine T. Paiva et al.
preserving spatial analyses that use the regions as the finest level of geography. One also could tailor the grid size in each region to improve risk-utility profiles, for example using a coarser grid in regions where disclosure risks appear to be high and a finer grid in regions where risks appear to be low.
The synthetic data reflect only the relationships between geographies and attributes that are encoded in the synthesis models. Thus, non-geographic attributes not in the models may have distorted synthetic spatial distributions. Similar problems arise when adding non-geographic attributes from another database to the original file by means of matching the actual locations from the other database to the synthetic locations. The synthesized geographies are conditionally independent of the appended attributes (given the attributes in the original file), which may not mimic reality. On the other hand, synthetic geographies can potentially allow analysts to discern associations between the attributes in the original file and contextual variables affiliated with geographies (at the grid cell or coarser levels), such as the number of parks or grocery stores near a particular location, even if the contextual variables derive from external information. For example, suppose a disease occurs most often in a particular set of grid cells marked by an unusual feature, such as heavy pollutors. When disease status is included in the model, the synthetic data should appropriately impute that set of locations for people with the disease, and hence connect the disease incidence to the locations of the pollutors.
These issues suggest that agencies include in the synthesis model as many attributes that vary spatially (as indicated by exploratory data analyses and prior scientific knowledge) as possible while ensuring acceptable disclosure risks. The over-arching goal of model selection is to reflect the spatial relationships in the collected sample faithfully as opposed to, for example, minimizing out-of-sample prediction errors. When the number of potentially relevant variables is large enough to make model estimation unwieldy, the agency can exclude attributes that do not make important contributions to the predicted Poisson rates.
The agency can evaluate the synthetic geography models by comparing inferences made with synthetic locations to those made with observed locations, using analyses representative of those anticipated to be of interest to users [34] . The agency can release such evaluations to the public so that analysts can assess what types of analyses are not supported by the synthetic geographies. Another possibility is for agencies to provide feedback to analysts about the quality of the synthetic data inferences for specific estimands; see [35] and [36] for proposals to build automated systems that offer such feedback.
Disease mapping models disregard within-grid cell heterogeneity in spatial intensity surfaces. With fine enough grids, in many data settings such heterogeneity may be modest enough to be swamped by the inherent variability in the synthesis process. When preservation of finer spatial structure is desired, one could use log Gaussian Cox processes [37] and associated computational strategies for fitting them [38, 39] . We leave comparative evaluation of point pattern models and disease mapping models on dimensions of risk, utility, and computational expediency for future research.
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• d t denotes the distance between s t and the grid cell with maximum probability.
• z t denotes the probability that an intruder guesses correctly when randomly choosing a match from among the records with the same attribute pattern and grid cell as record t.
• R id denotes the expected number of correct identifications when randomly choosing a match.
• From Section 3.2:
-Q denotes a scalar estimand of interest when making inference with partially synthetic data -Q is estimated by a point estimator q with variance u -q m is the mean of the point estimators from the multiple synthetic data sets -b m andū m are terms used to calculate the variance ofq m , denoted by T m -ν m denotes the degrees of freedom of the approximated distribution of the estimatorq m
• From equation (20): -Ỹ t denotes the surrogate outcome generated from the spatial logistic model -β denotes the k fixed coefficients for the main effects included in the model, where k = 1, . . . , p -w(s t ) is a mean-zero Gaussian process for the record t -σ 2 denotes the partial sill and φ denotes the decay parameter at the exponential covariance function
•n denotes the average number of neighbors per grid cell.
B. Summary of the posterior distributions of the parameters in log λ
We summarize on Table 2 the results of some coefficients from the model for log λ on Equation (1) for the three different grid sizes. The table includes the posterior mean and 95% HPD credible intervals for the intercept µ and the main effects coefficients α described by Equations (5)- (6) Table 2 . Posterior mean and 95% HPD intervals for the coefficients on the expression for log λ, for the different grid sizes
